













The internet is frequently heralded as a positive alternative space for the exploration of new identities, allowing the imaginative creation of a new self (or selves) that may or may not be carried through into everyday life. The artist Guillermo Gómez-Peña invites netusers to imaginatively project themselves onto others’ lives, to explore alternative life narratives and purge their demons through his different projects. His aim is political and pedagogical. Through his work as a multi-media artist, he aims to make others aware of issues of race, class, gender, national allegiances, and so on, through multiple - often ludic – methods, in order to achieve radical social change. In this chapter, I shall examine some of the games, identities and techniques used by Gómez-Peña as an online performer and consider his stated aims.  

Razquache Border Artist
Gómez-Peña was born in Mexico City and moved to the US in 1978, where he has practiced as a performance artist, and writer. He has described himself as a ‘migrant performance artist’, (Gómez-Peña 1994a: 211) and ‘an interdisciplinary intellectual’ (Gómez-Peña 2005: xviii). He tackles issues of the locatedness of cultures; the significance of borderlands; interrogates the concept of a fixed nation space; and explores identity issues. Alongside Roberto Sifuentes, Gómez-Peña has described their aesthetic practice as “techno-razcuache art”, where they see themselves as fighting against the US image of Mexicans and other Latinos as unable to ‘handle high technology’ (Gómez-Peña 2001: 283-4). The term ‘razcuache’ will not be found in most general dictionaries. According to a glossary on a college website, it means “razcuache: (also razquache); an adjective derived from ‘La Raza’. La Raza = literally translated as ‘the race’. Its immediate and popular connotation is ‘our people’. Although used by Chicanos to identify other Chicanos, other Latinos have extended it to include anyone from Spanish or Portuguese America.” (http://faculty.weber.edu/chansen/humanweb/assignments/artglossary.htm). It is, in part, a re-cycling and re-appropriation of the word ‘rascuache’, which is specifically associated with the perspective of those from below: the poor and disenfranchised.  When transferred to the US, it suggests a specifically Mexican nuanced, outsider, and tacky, mestizo sensibility. José Anguiano has considered rasquache’s cultural significance with specific reference to Chicano and Mexican Rap music. For Anguiano, the basic elements of rasquache aesthetic include: ‘tackiness’, ‘satire’ and the ‘use of code-switching’ (http://www-mcnair.berkeley.edu/2003journal/JAnguiano.html (​http:​/​​/​www-mcnair.berkeley.edu​/​2003journal​/​JAnguiano.html​)). All these are evident in Gómez-Peña’s web-based performances, and, his (mis)appropriation of typically rasquache referents such as describing his laptop as ‘lowrider’ is a nod to the way in which cholo youths re-model out-of-date, US cars and turn them into lowriders. Gómez-Peña’s mis-spelling allows him to re-invent the work, distance it from its roots in Chicano studies and make it his own. Ironically, it is a rasquache form of code-switching which allows him to become a self-made razquache artist. It is a word that describes Gómez-Peña’s expressed intention to increase the web presence of Chicanos and Hispanics. 
His professed aim in his engagement with technology is to: 

‘brownify’ virtual space; to ‘spanglishize the net’; to ‘infect’ the lingua franca; to exchange a different sort of information – mythical, poetical, political, performative, imagistic; and on top of that to find grassroots applications to [sic] new technologies and hopefully to do all this with humour and intelligence (Gómez-Peña 2001: 286). 

He deliberately uses language in a way that should challenge the reader and may even offend. Through the use of neologisms such as ‘brownify’ mixed with the word ‘infect’, which has been used by others as a racist slur, he is reinvigorating and re-appropriating language. These serve as linguistic markers of his stated aims for the internet. His implied vision of the internet as a white, English-speaking, homogenous zone may be inaccurate; the significant web-presence of the Zapatistas and their supporters since 1994 is but one example.​[1]​ However, what Gómez-Peña is doing here is to draw attention to the power of the web as a tool for activists, and, elide external everyday spaces with the internet through the blurring of identity, space and realities. This elision is not that of someone who cannot separate illusion from reality. Instead, it is his belief that the internet can be a powerful space to enact not only our fantasies of a better world, and expurgate our terrors, but also to learn about others and ourselves in order to fulfil those ideals. 

Ethnic Profiling
For Gómez-Peña politics and art are mutually dependant and contingent. An example of his practice can be seen in his 2005 “performance photo essay on the dangers of ethnic profiling in the post 9/11 era” (http://www.pochanostra.com/#Scene_14) created with Ali Dadgar entitled ‘The Chica-Iranian Project – Orientalism Gone Wrong in Aztlan’. In this piece various artists, from Gómez-Peña who describes himself as ‘post-Mexican’, to others of mixed Hapa/Japanese heritage to Iranians and Chicanos ‘exchanged identities’ and ‘altered each other’s identities with props and costumes and constructed a dozen performance personas (or personae?) in ethnic drag’ (pochanostra). The ‘viewer’, as the visitor is named in this cyberspace - as a reminder of the voyeurism of his/her position in this site -, must match the character to the names based only on their racial description as a clue. This game of ‘Guess Who?’ provides the viewer with a ludic exploration of the racial issues which have come to the fore in post-9/11 US, alongside a radical reconstruction of identity and play on stereotypes. The player must decide who is performing the “Typical Arab Chola” or “El Spaghetti Greaser Bandit” or the “Palestinian Vato Loco” (to name just the first three characters) having only been given their cultural self-identification. Is the butch, male-looking, “El Spaghetti Greaser Bandit” with probably (gender lines are constantly blurred or challenged in La Pocha Nostra performances) his corny Western/Mariachi inspired outfit the post-Mexican Gómez-Peña, or could it be the Iranian Ali Dadgar, or one of the other individuals listed and categorized according to the labels given? What is the viewer really being asked to do? The suggestion is that perhaps he/she must guess based on stereotype, or on a corruption of that stereotype, or simply based on a “wrong orientalism” as the title suggests. The viewer’s, and, implicitly, US society’s preconceived notions of what a person with the various self-identifications listed do/should look like, are the objects of this game. The aim is both pedagogical and political. It challenges accepted gender and cultural performances, framed as a deeply political act in a racially divided US. It does so with irony and humour. Not only are the images amusing parodies and subversions of popular and iconic imagery, once completed, the following words appear on the screen: ‘Bravissimo. Thanks for participating in our (non)objective risk classification exercise. You’ve added greatly to our store of intelligence. We feel much safer now.’ The humour is tinged with a political edge by alluding to the climate of fear and paranoia that is current (2005-6) in post-9/11 US, and they are mocking the establishment which uses this discourse of safety and intelligence.

Politics and Art
Implicit and explicit references to politics are always integral to Gómez-Peña’s projects. There is a fluid and consistent conceptual and imaginative flow between his writing on the internet and elsewhere. I would like to highlight what he sees are his aims in his artistic enterprise, which illuminate his activities on the web. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is the obvious and explicit reference point in his essay, “The Free Art Agreement / El tratado de libre cultura”, written in 1994. In this piece, Gómez-Peña subverts the contemporary political and economic models; describes his model of artistic creativity; unpicks the relationship between body, identity and nation space; and examines art and the artist’s role in social change:
 
The job of the artist is to force open the matrix of reality to admit unsuspected possibilities. Artists and writers throughout the continent are currently involved in a project of redefinition of our continental topography. We imagine better maps. We imagine either a map of the Americas without borders, a map turned upside down, or one in which countries having different sizes and borders are organically drawn by geography and culture, not by the capricious fingers of economic domination. Congruent to this continental project, I try to imagine better maps (Becker, 212).

Here, Gómez-Peña is talking about mapping, that is, creating images of a country based on topography. To understand the link here with performance artists dressed in costume it is useful to look at a dictionary definition of topography. It is not just ‘a detailed description, representation on a map, etc., of the natural and artificial features of a town, district, etc’, as the first definition suggests. It is also ‘the mapping of the surface of the body with reference to the parts beneath’ (Concise Oxford English Dictionary). Thus, body and space are congruent. The imagined identification of the nation space that is mapped can be visually reconstructed through performance on the body. This is a concept that Gómez-Peña has repeatedly played with and addressed throughout his creative output. 
Elsewhere, he has stated that there is a need for a new language to describe the new formations of the continent. The challenges for artists and cultural activists within this are: 

to redesign our continental map, to rebaptize it in our own terms, and to express it in completely new ways. We must invent new languages capable of articulating our unique circumstances. Nationalism, provincialism, political/aesthetic conservatism and ethnic resentments are but a few of the tremendous number of obstacles we have to sort out before we can find the real shapes of the continent’s consciousness (Gómez-Peña 1989: 117). 

Consquently, Gómez-Peña’s projects involve exploring spaces (through how they are described, inscribed and negotiated), and the bodies that inhabit them. 
Recurring examples of such a project can be found on the current website created by Gómez-Peña and his fellow artists at La Pocha Nostra. The layout of the page is often oblique and confusing. Comparisons with the old site suggest that this is deliberate. The previous site was easy to navigate, highly text based, with links to visuals. The current page has moved with developing technology, the images (such as photographs of performance pieces) used are more integrated into each section of the site, and has sound incorporated into some of the links.​[2]​ All these increasingly memory heavy elements presuppose that the user has a high frequency connection. The site has certain peculiarities which make it more difficult to navigate, such as the green font against a black background which can be difficult to read. Also, in another playful, and somewhat sinister, pointed reference to the current US foreign policies, the mouse turns into a gun sight which brings the user through to the various links.
Through what is called the ‘Main Pocha Entry’, the viewer must scroll over the page in order to happen upon (most are not obviously marked) the subsequent links. Two examples of links on this page are worth considering in the light of Gómez-Peña’s writings. The first is given the title: ‘Performance Art Definition 2539A’. Further clicks reveal an image of a beating heart. A syringe appears from the right of the screen and is plunged into the heart, extracting all of its blood, and making it disappear. The syringe then squirts the blood at the viewer, whereby the definition ‘an emergency procedure performed on the body politic’, and the author’s name Lance Gharavi, appears in green font against this dramatic red background.​[3]​ The heart acts as a synecdoche for the physical body, which is made visually co-terminous with the body politic. There is a disturbing violence in the squirting of the screen, as the syringe is directed towards the viewer. This definition echoes the earlier cited writings by Gómez-Peña on the inter-relationship between politics and the body.

The Fourteen Commandments
The other link is entitled The Fourteen Commandments. The opening window displays: ‘Congratulations, only 3 out of 10 make it this far!  To become a true borderless citizen, please read and agree with the following’. Flattery is used to draw the viewer in, mixed with a very definite political challenge. Again, in this site, the user is described as a viewer. In the next window there is a phallic-looking switch accompanied by the phrase: ‘Yes I promise to obey’. This relatively simple juxtaposition of image and apparently banal statement bears multiple layers of meaning. The statement promises obeisance, which suggests the rescinding of power by the viewer, but, to whom, and why? Is it a god as the word ‘commandments’ suggest, and of what denomination? But the sexual currency of the imagery is a play with the reoccurring S/M themes in La Pocha Nostra’s performances. In order to satisfy curiosity and continue with the game, the viewer must become complicit and obey.
Once the viewer flicks the lever the commandments appear on screen. Starting with number one:

1.	Practice responsible hedonism, vindicate the sacred right to party, fight Puritanism in all its forms. It is a subtle form of political control.

Then moving to number three:

3. Practice intelligent scepticism, o sea [in other words] question simplistic formulas, simple answers, onesided versions, dogmatic solutions, self-righteous positions, question everything, coño, even these commandments.

They are demanding that the viewer be questioning, attentive and active. The format and content demand attention, as the non-linear presentation can disorient the user. The sequence of commandments continues with numbers seven, twelve, eight, five, thirteen, four, two, eleven, six, ten, nine, and finishes with fourteen. The fact that it finishes and ends with the expected numbers has a different effect at either end and suggests recognition of the conventions of chronological ordering. To begin the list with the number one is predictable, and makes the subsequent mis-numbering more disconcerting. The final commandment, number fourteen, is a mocking wink, as the viewer (unless he or she has been diligent and has counted while he or she has read) may continue to click on unconvinced that number fourteen is indeed the end. There is no visual flourish, nor congratulatory jingle on completion. After all the encouragement (or harassment, depending on your choices) there is no celebratory end, as the gaming conventions, which this format implicitly references, would suggest. Reversing convention, praise and congratulations came at the beginning. The non-linearity, that the mis-numbering and subverted chronology indicates, is part of chaos theory as described by Gabriela Coronado and Bob Hodge. For them chaos is anything that cannot be described in linear terms (Coronado and Hodge 2004: 31) and that for them “creativity is key to survival in the era of chaos” (ibid: 22).​[4]​ In times of chaos, creativity mixed with non-linearity function well when employing a networked medium such as the internet, which “has neither a beginning nor an end, and neither its centre nor its limits are clearly defined or fixed” (ibid: 72).​[5]​ Gómez-Peña and La La Pocha Nostra combine chaos and creativity to political end, as can be seen from the commandments discussed.  
The commandments are followed by two phallic-looking switches: ‘Promise’ / ‘Fuck off’, both make sounds resembling ricocheting gunshots. If the viewer clicks ‘promise’, he or she continues smoothly through the piece, and accesses a series of commandments in the non-numerical order detailed above. Although this is a highly text based sequence, that is, the viewer is impelled by the desire to get to and read the next commandment, the visuals are also very significant. The critic Stephanie B. Gibson discusses the primacy of the visual on the internet and is highly pessimistic on the future of reading. For her, there is a return to what Walter J. Ong described as ‘secondary orality’, which is, in her words ‘literacy that does not directly involve reading, yet would be impossible without someone being able to read’ (Gibson 2000: 6). 
Gibson usefully draws attention to the primacy of the visual on the internet and, in particular, in the performance piece under discussion:

hypermedia becomes its own opposite as it becomes a medium where the visual is of primary importance. This is not to imply that the written word loses meaning totally, but that the way it appears on the screen as well as the visual qualities of other modes present, drives how they are understood. Presentational qualities take precedence over the discursive (Gibson 2000: 5).

In The Fourteen Commandments the visual is given primacy over linguistic content. This is not to make the words and meaning secondary, but the opposite, to heighten sentiments and elevate them from the banal. It is because of the artists’ realisation of the importance of the visual that they manage to engage the viewers, get them to read their message, in order to educate and politicise using an appealing and ludic style. Within this humour is a constant, which is used to challenge and disarm. It has serious intent: ‘it’s a political strategy, knowing how to subvert an established model, knowing the model, knowing the language of that model, taking it to an illogical extreme, then subverting it through humor’ (Gómez-Peña in Birringer 2000: 76).  
Each commandment gets a separate window, which is busy with fast, intermittently flashing letters. The commandments are mostly made up of generalities, such as the examples already cited and:

13. As corny as it may sound at the millennium, beyond your politics you must remain a loyal friend and relative, a tender lover, a good collaborator, and a responsible citizen.

The average liberal reader would find hard to object to the content and sentiments expressed therein. There is nothing terribly radical in them, and they even verge on the banal. The writers are even self-consciously drawing attention to the possibility that the viewer will find some of this hackneyed; in this particular example through the statement, ‘as corny as it may sound’. The value of such a self-conscious statement is that the viewer and writer can acknowledge that these are truisms and share the message as being important despite its banality. The interest and attractiveness, or radical edge of the commandments, lie in the design of the page, with the sexual frisson of the context and the switch. If the viewer selects the ‘fuck off’ switch, responses include: 

‘Ok pendejo we forgive you this time’
‘La nostalgia will protect you...for a time’
‘America, ca, ca, ca-put!  Digital mortis!’

After several return visits, at random and further evidence of the non-linear chaos employed by the creators of this site, the only option available to the viewer is the ‘Fuck off’ switch, with its increasingly lewd and provocative statements. This piece is a clever utilisation of the tools available through the web. It is highly stylised, yet with the definite political aim of challenging the viewer to consider their position with regard to these statements. It also plays with the expectations of the viewer not only through the jumbled ordering, but also through the forced obeisance. By making it difficult to navigate, the viewer can then either become frustrated and leave, or alternatively on completion derive satisfaction and feel part of this group of radical artists and free-thinkers. 
I shall focus, in brief, on a selection of the commandments as they directly express Gómez-Peña and La Pocha Nostra’s aims with regards to the internet. Commandment number twelve echoes the earlier quotation where Gómez-Peña stated that he wishes to ‘brownify’ the internet. 

12. Go high tech we have no option, if you don’t participate in the net and expropriate the new digital technologies for humanistic purposes, you will soon be out of the game.

Note the pronoun change. ‘We’ becomes ‘you’. The ‘we’ is La Pocha Nostra, but they are aligning themselves with any disenfranchised community that is not online. The implication is that the internet is a powerful tool that must be accessed and exploited. The ‘you’ then demands action by the viewer. ‘We’ suggests solidarity and ‘you’ responsibility. Commandment number four demands more action:

4. go out of your way to remain informed and distrust mainstream media. Subscribe to various alternative magazines, scan the net regularly, read the foreign press as often as possible, welcome other points of view. 

The internet is presented as an important source of information. The message is that you should not trust your television or newspaper, but you can trust the internet. It is a utopian vision, emphasising the positive aspects of the internet as a source of reliable information. There are no warnings against dubious or untruthful websites, that falls outside of the vision and anti-censorship spirit of these commandments.
Two further commandments provide a key to Gómez-Peña and La Pocha Nostra’s use of internet and internet based identities:

2. Avoid simplistic binary oppositions: us/them, good/bad, oppressive/oppressed, first world/third world. Things have become logarithmically more complex. New conceptual models to understand and explain our times must be fluid, open-ended and multi-dimensional.

11. fight self-marginalization. Be an outsider/insider. Be a temporary member of multiple communities, we need to be everywhere in the media, in the major institutions, as well as in community-based ones.

These appear sequentially, and show that, although the numbers are not consecutive, the development of ideas is. Number two makes reference to the contemporary political polarisation in post-9/11 US, whose president is waging a ‘war on terror’, and encouraging such binary thinking. References to ‘simplistic binary oppositions’ and becoming ‘a member of multiple communities’ suggest the gender and identity games Gómez-Peña and La Pocha Nostra play, both on the website and in other performance spaces. It is the interaction between the visual images seen elsewhere on the sight, from the homepage through to other links, and the statements within this section which work as polyvalent signifiers bearing layered meaning. Whether they are challenging gender, racial, national or other stereotypes, they refuse to be labelled as anything that could fit a neat category. This is why Gómez-Peña is most comfortable calling himself post-Mexican. It is not something that conforms to a border control paradigm, it doesn’t exist as a recognised classification, but as a label that challenges others’ notions and categorisations.​[6]​  
Aside from the religious connotations of the term commandments – a recurrent theme in Gómez-Peña’s work, which I have no space to explore here -, another significant element in this list is the discursive ‘we’ employed.​[7]​ Gómez-Peña is the primary spokesperson for an egalitarian, democratically-run collective. La Pocha Nostra is, in his idiosyncratic account, a ‘Spanglish neologism’ meaning either ‘our impurities’ or ‘the cartel of cultural bastards’ (Gómez-Peña 2005: 78). They have a detailed ‘ever-evolving manifesto’ (78) and are ‘neither an ensemble nor a troupe. We are more of a conceptual ‘laboratory’ – a loose association of rebel artists thinking together, exchanging ideas/aspirations, and jumping into ‘the abyss’ together’ (Gómez-Peña 2005: 78). This collective has Gómez-Peña as the one core continuous member, which gives the group its public coherence. ​[8]​
Gómez-Peña moves between the plural and singular first-person pronoun, yet the ways in which he do this are differently encoded. Returning to his recurrent theme of bodymapping, Gómez-Peña recently wrote about his multiple personae. He invites the reader thus: ‘let us begin to venture into the rocky and unpredictable cartography of my mind, a planet where theory becomes practice overnight, where identities are constantly morphing into other identities and personae, and where ‘I’ and ‘we’ are constantly shifting faultlines’ (Gómez-Peña 2005: xix). 

Confession as Performance
Whereas much of Gómez-Peña’s writing is celebratory of the possibilities of this self-fashioning, at times he does tire of it and draws attention to its pitfalls. In Ethno-techno after the title page and dedication there is poem by ‘El Webback’ – one of Gómez-Peña’s monikers – which is entitled ‘Confession’,

Today, I’m tired of ex/changing identities on the net.
In the past eight hours,
I’ve been a man, a woman and a s/he.
I’ve been Black, Asian, Mixteco, German,
and a multi-hybrid replicant.
I’ve been ten years old, twenty, forty-two, sixty-five.
I’ve visited twenty-two meaningless chat rooms
I’ve spoken seven broken languages.
(I speak in tongues)
As you can see, I need a break real bad;
I just want to be myself for a few minutes.

This poem inspires many questions. Why is this a confession?​[9]​ Is the writer playing out his Catholic guilt and shame over what has been performed online?  Is it the lie of the performer, guilty at pretending to be something else in spaces where others honestly share? Elsewhere, Gómez-Peña has written that public confession is part of a Protestant tradition alien to him, and later, described it as a ‘Catholic format’ used to invite ‘Americans to “confess” to us [Gómez-Peña and Roberto Sifuentes] their cyber-cultural sins in a completely safe environment’, that is, the internet (Gómez-Peña 2000, 241). Evidently, here he does present contradictory readings of the function of confession in his work, as well as its origins, and his own ambivalences with this form. However, it is clear that he puts the autobiographical to the forefront, ‘in the hope that some readers will see their lives, faces and ideas reflected here and there in the multiple shifting (and cracked) mirrors of these texts’ (Gómez-Peña 2000: 7). Other questions arise from this quotation, relevant to the role and function of the internet for Gómez-Peña: why is the writer admitting to being tired of all these changes? If all of this is a performance, and, indeed, Gómez-Peña presents the everyday as performance (pace Judith Butler), who is the writer’s true self, and how is that easier to perform than these others? Which of these components of identity mentioned (age, gender, language, ethnicity etc) define and are owned by the self? He challenges his reader/viewer to question the utopic vision presented by many of the internet, and to consider its strength as a space for exploration of these many selves.  He is tired, but has sated himself with these games. The author is celebrating and criticising the internet in the one brief poem. 
Not all of these positions are equal. In particular, there is a certain unease in reading that an adult is posing as a ten year old. Questions immediately arise: in what context? With whom is he or she performing this role? Is this a deliberate ruse by the writer to make the reader question the practice of shifting performances? Through this deceptively simple poem, the writer is deliberately problematising the supposed inherent-ness of any of these elements, as well as questioning any utopian view others may have of the Internet. All the while he celebrates the internet and its potential as a space to explore other selves and step into other lives. 
The scope and limits of these other selves are explored through performance, which is important to Gómez-Peña’s web presence, through the characters he creates as well as the techniques and tools employed. He has commented, in detail, on others use of the net, which reveals his consciousness of the potential power of the web. One such example is Subcomandante Marcos, the spokesperson for the Zapatistas, who he sees as a fellow performer (Gómez-Peña 1994b: 101-104). The online community which have become involved with the Zapatistas have been carrying out radical campaigns on their behalf. An example is entitled ‘Electronic Disturbance Theater’ (EDT), which has a base in New York City. According to a report in Time Magazine: 

These Net activists specialize in virtual sit-ins. Using a JavaScript tool called FloodNet, the group organizes thousands of online protesters to invade a Mexican government website with up to 600,000 hits a minute, normally bringing it to a grinding halt (McGirk 1999). 

The potential of such activities are subject to the imagination and the skills of the net community, and, of course, the economic resources available for such a project, which, in turn, is dependent on international solidarity. 
This and other EDT actions have been described as performances by an anonymous contributor to Gómez-Peña’s site (Gómez-Peña 2005: 23). In turn, such actions, and the ever changing elements in both Marcos and Gómez-Peña’s activities on the web, draw attention to the debate surrounding the web as a performance space. The critic Brenda Laurel has claimed that like drama, computer design has an element of performance, and that computer users are like interactive audience members eager and willing to participate in the action on stage (Laurel, 2001, 109-110). This would suggest a degree of equality in participation between the users when they become performers, which is highly dependant on context, programme, control etc. Laurel’s argument was convincingly countered by an anonymous ‘reader’ who stated that not all ‘web action’ is performance, for example, it would be difficult to equate what EDT does and MTV’s (or any other commercial webpage’s) interface (Gómez-Peña 2005, 23).

Conclusion
La Pocha Nostra and Gómez-Peña are highly skilled creators who are aware of their audiences. They challenge existing models of identity and nationalism, with their shifts in characters and identities and their ever-evolving creative output and international collaborations. In a recent blog exchange with the London-based Argentine curator Gabriela Salgado, Gómez-Peña has described all ex-centric artists (as he frequently describes himself) as:

post-national artists in search of a new conceptual nation capable of containing our aspirations and complex identities; our rage and locura. We are an unusual milieu of border-crossers, exiles, nomads and hybrids of sorts. And our job is to smuggle ideas from one community to another; from one country to another; and from the streets into the museum and back….Performance art is our common language; our lingua franca (Gómez-Peña and Salgado http://www.pochanostra.com/dialogues/ (​http:​/​​/​www.pochanostra.com​/​dialogues​/​​)).

It is this energy and anger that fuels Gómez-Peña’s work. La Pocha Nostra’s engagement with the net is as a medium with wide distribution and access. His is a democratising aim: a wish to capture a space in which to explore his own ideas and provide others with a forum. It can function as an unconventional, multicultural community, or as an alternative to the national boundaries that exist; a community of marginalised and disenfranchised; and a place where they and others can be empowered. Whether it is through expressing their own wishes, desires, theories or ideas, or performing another, the internet has provided Gómez-Peña the possibilities to reach a wider audience. 
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^1	  For further details on the Zapatistas see Hayden and Weinberg.
^2	  The current site was up-dated in 2005, however the older site can still be accessed through it.
^3	  Lance Gharavi is a performance artist and collaborator with La Pocha Nostra. For more information on him see, http://theatre.asu.edu/people/selectOne.php?ID=178&
^4	  In the original Spanish “la creatividad es la clave de la sobrevivencia en la era del caos”, translations mine.
^5	  “No tiene un principio ni un fin, ni su centro ni sus límites están definidos ni son fijos”. 
^6	  Coronado and Hodge consider this self-parody, which both uses and defies stereotypes as one of Gómez-Peña’s primary strengths Coronado and Hodge 2005: 137.
^7	  It is worth noting that other creative groups have employed religious terminology, and subversively engaged with conventions such as commandments. A recent example is the Dogme 95 filmmakers who have commandments and require those who use them to make confessions as to what rules they have broken.
^8	  Gómez-Peña has been part of several other troupes; for more detail on his working career to date see, Gómez-Peña 2005: 260.
^9	  Through their website, La Pocha Nostra has played with the notion of the confessional, juxtaposing it with the anonymity of the web, a combination which allows contributors considerable freedom to express their fears, hatred and desires. He has spoken about this at a talk in Dublin entitled ‘Ethno-Techno Art: In Search of a New Aesthetic’, and for samples of these confessions see,  “A Selection  Of Internet Confessions” in Guillermo Gómez-Peña Dangerous Border Crossers…The Artist Talks Back (London and New York: Routledge, 2000), 58-60.
